
 

Short Guide SOMNOscreenTM Eco for ambulatory recordings 

If the SOMNOscreenTM Eco is placed in the docking station a yellow LED is on. For fully charged devices 

the LED colour turns green. 

 

Initialisation of a Recording 

It is possible to initialise a recording either with the DOMINO Software or directly at the device.  

1. Place the SOMNOscreenTM Eco in the docking station.  

2. Make sure, the docking station is connected to the power supply. Otherwise 

you have to turn on the device itself with the Power-Button. 

3. If the device is recognised by the docking station it can be programmed (either 

via “Initialise” at the virtual docking station or via the DOMINO main panel). 

4. A window will open up. Here, you can type in the patient’s data or access 

patient’s data stored in the data base (use the “DB” button). 

5. In the tab “Date” you can choose between “Manual Start” and “Auto Start”. 

For the “Manual Start” option the recording has to be started at the 

SOMNOscreenTM Eco later. Here, only the duration needs to be defined. For 

“Auto Start” choose a date, start time and duration. The device will start automatically at that time. 

6. Then, in the next tab you can choose a montage.  Click “Initialise”. An information message will 

pop up “Initialisation successful”. All information are displayed on the virtual docking station again. 

 

Application of Sensors 

1. Attach the abdomen belt to the SOMNOscreenTM Eco and place the 

device with the belt around the abdomen. Adjust the belt. 

2. Place the nasal cannula on the patient’s nose and screw it into the 

Luerlock port.  

3. Attach the SpO2 finger clip, preferably to the non-dominant arm and 

use tape to secure the cables. 

4. Place and adjust the thorax belt. 

5. Apply and insert all further sensors. The slots are freely selectable. If 

necessary use adhesive tape to secure the cables and for strain relief. 

6. For manual recording start switch on the device and start the 

recording with the Play button. For automatic start the devices starts 

automatically at the programmed time.  

 

Note: For patients with pacemakers the SOMNOscreen™ must be placed 

on the abdominal region rather than the thoracic region (least 7 

inches/18 cm away from the pacemaker). Please find a detailed 

description regarding this topic in the instruction manual of the DOMINO 

software, in the section called “Continuous impedance measurement”.  

 

Transfer of a Recording 



 

1. Place the SOMNOscreenTM Eco in the docking station. 

2. Click on “Transfer” when the device is recognised.  

3. A window opens up. Here, all important information are displayed (patient’s 

data, device data and duration of the recording) 

4. If you want to analyse the data automatically after the transfer tick the box 

for “Autoprocessing”. Report Options (open/print/export automatically 

after the transfer) or for archiving of the recording are available in the 

“Configure” window. 

5. To start the transfer click onto the button “Transfer”. 

   

 

Open and analyse a Recording 

If you have not chosen autoprocessing/opening of the recording during the data transfer, or 

it is necessary to analyse the recording later, you can open the recording using the “Analysis” 

symbol in the main DOMINO panel. The appropriate recording can be chosen from a list.  

The “Standard View” of a recording consists of two separate areas. The top window displays the results 

of the analyses and in the bottom window the raw data. It is possible to adjust the displayed time 

period. For both windows there are predefined templates for the view. You can change the displayed 

channels using the “Channel Selection” function. Furthermore you can save those selections as a 

template. 

For analysis of the raw data you need to active the “Edit Mode”. Artefacts at the beginning and the 

end of the recording can be hidden by modifying the start and end time of the recording manually. The 

“Time in Bed”, which is important for the report, can be defined with the “Light off/Light on” marker. 

Just in case a marker was set wrongly you can go to “Tools” – “Edit Markers” and delete or edit a 

marker. 

For editing of events predefined key combinations can be used. Furthermore an event can be deleted 

with a right click onto the event itself. 

If you want to add additional information go to “Tools” – “Patient Data” and then to the 

tab “Diagnosis”. Those information can be displayed in the report. The different parts of 

the report and their order can be configured individually. Just tick the corresponding boxes 

and use the hand symbol for moving the different parts within the report. You can print 

the report or save it, for example as a PDF file.  


